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 The Window List is a window-based resource monitor for the Task Manager. It provides a "task-centric" view of your system resources, as well as related information on the performance of your application. With this information, you can make critical decisions regarding how to use your resources. You can also use Window List to customize your Window List by adding, deleting, and customizing
columns, as well as making the Window List display larger or smaller. You can choose to display your Window List in either a horizontal or vertical orientation. Features The Window List supports the following columns: Resources The Resources column displays the current use of CPU, Memory, and Disk space. Text The Text column displays the name of the process or the application consuming the

resources. Application Name The Application Name column displays the name of the application that consumes the resources. CPU% The CPU% column displays the percentage of CPU time that a process or the application consumes. Description The Description column displays a short description of the process or the application consuming the resources. Mem% The Mem% column displays the
percentage of available memory that a process or the application consumes. Modules The Modules column displays a list of all the loaded modules. Disk The Disk column displays the use of disk space by processes or applications. Task ID The Task ID column displays a unique ID for each window. Window Status The Window Status column indicates the state of each window. Priority The Priority

column indicates the priority of each window. Window Location The Window Location column indicates the position of each window. Task Size The Task Size column indicates the size of each window. Window Size The Window Size column indicates the size of each window. App Monitor The 520fdb1ae7
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